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ReFX's "Nexus 2.3.2" has a couple of new cool
features. Modes: The user can now choose their
mode ( Gate, Echo, Gain, Mod). Gain has 2 more
variations. Analog-phaser/Limiter.Wake-up call:
Pectinuria and elevated i-PTH not associated with
calcium and phosphorus excretion and risk of hip
fractures. Measurement of the amount of calcium
and phosphorus excreted in the urine to determine
risk for fractures is based on the assumption that an
excreted amount of 1 g of calcium in 24 h represents
a risk for fracture equal to that in a patient with 1 g
of calcium in 24 h in serum. In this study, we aimed
to test the hypothesis that i-PTH and pectinuria may
have an impact on calcium and/or phosphorus
excretion and may be associated with an increased
risk for hip fractures. Prospective study on 537
women aged 65 yr and older. Fasting morning urine
was collected and calcium and phosphorus excretion
was measured. There was no correlation between the
amounts of calcium and phosphorus excreted in 24 h
and creatinine clearance. We found that the amount
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of calcium and phosphorus excreted in 24 h
represents a fraction of the amounts excreted in
serum. The amount of calcium and phosphorus
excreted in 24 h in patients with or without hip
fractures was similar. There was no correlation
between pectinuria and calcium and/or phosphorus
excretion. We found no association between i-PTH
and calcium and/or phosphorus excretion.Q: Xquery
if condition in attribute value not working I'm stuck
to a situation where i need the attribute's value in my
xquery. I don't know how to convert the following
code. XQuery declare variable $username := 'user-
name' then if($username="user-name") return true()
else return false() A: "user-name" is a string and
needs to be quoted : declare variable $username :=
'user-name' Then you could use the comparison
operator with the concatenation operator :
if($username="user-name" or $username="‘user-
name’") return true() else return false() Transcript:
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